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Eradicating God as a
Causal Hypothesis
by Tony Sobrado

Perhaps the most profound question
that encapsulates human
consciousness, existence and the
reality of the Universe is where did
we and the Universe come from?
The first part of this mystery has
been dealt with. Darwin’s Theory of
Evolution by Natural Selection
explains how life evolved on the
planet from its primitive existence as
bacteria to highly intelligent primates
like us millions of years later.
Darwin’s ingenious idea has had a
raft of knowledge erected on top of
its foundations. With the discovery of
DNA and its coding structures,
scientists have been able to locate
the genes responsible for
mechanistic changes in animal
development and evolution. This has
provided further understanding as to
under what biological and
environmental contexts genes
mutate and animals change
characteristics.
The Biological wing of science has
made astonishing strides in providing
an answer to the question of where
do humans come from? The second
part of the conundrum, involving
Cosmology and Theoretical Physics,
has been more perplexing. How is it
that the Universe came into being?
At first a singular point of inception
was not postulated. Ancient
civilisations thought that the cosmos
was infinite and existed eternally.
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There was no beginning and end
and thus no point of inception. The
Universe just simply was. Although
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity
demonstrated, in mathematical
terms, that space and time were not
inseparable, questions regarding
the ontological status of the
Universe were still in much debate
and disarray. In the Middle of the
twentieth century Steady State
Theory was much popularised by
the Cambridge Professor Frank
Hoyle. This saw a reboot back to
the classic understanding of the
Universe not just as infinite and
eternal but also in a steady state
and thus once again providing a
theory that the Universe had always
“Just been”. Irrefutable evidence,
however, emerged that the Universe
was expanding. This illustrated that
it was not in an infinite eternal state
but increasing in space over time
which meant there was a beginning.
This gave rise to the Bing Bang
Theory, partly worked on by
Stephen Hawking and Roger
Penrose, again at Cambridge
University. Since then it has
become widely accepted that the
Universe had a beginning and that it
will have an end. The process of
time is fundamental in this
understanding as the Universe is no
longer in the realm of eternity.
Consequently this prohibits the

Universe from standing outside the
conception of linear time.
It seemed that one puzzle was
solved but another quickly arose. If
the Big Bang produced the linear
process of a time dependent
Universe that came into being at a
point in time, this then entails that
the Big Bang itself is the effect of
something in the same manner that
the Universe is the effect of the Big
Bang. Therefore in terms of a logical
sequence the Big Bang had a cause
itself. The next riddle to solve was
the cause of the Big Bang. These
complex issues produce
vermiculated and paradoxical
theorising that are usually attributed
to the linear and time asymmetrical
appreciation of cause and effect.
How can something come into
being? This mystery is being
worked on by Cosmologists and
Theoretical Physicists. Some of the
proposals put on the table include
the widely known concept of multi
verses in which our Universe is just
one in a million of other Universes
and the laws of statistics dictate that
some Universes will have conditions
and physical laws, such as ours,
which give rise to the conditions that
harbour life. Other arguments stray
into the realm of multi dimensions
stating that the Universe was
formed when membranes
composing of different dimensions

collided resulting in the Big Bang.
These issues that encompass String
Theory and Membrane Theory (MTheory) still have to deal with
particular aspects of cause and
effect at a reductionist metaphysical
level.
To fill in the void with regards to a
first cause some still propose a
Creator, an intelligent designer.
Theologians today tend to couch out
some of their arguments in the
cosmological realm. They state
principles of "fine tuning" in an
otherwise inhospitable Universe.
Other Philosophers propose that the
existence of time and space cannot
have arisen from “nothing” for the
polar opposite of everything is
nothing and "nothing" cannot cause
a "thing”. The Kalam cosmological
argument, often stated by
contemporary Theologians, makes
use of the mirror conceptualisations
of cause and effect and time
dependent asymmetry by reverting
to a Hegelian type argument that
advocates polar opposites. In stating
that the Universe had a beginning it
brings causation into the explanatory
horizon. Subsequently because the
Universe had a beginning it must
have had a cause. Here we run into
the issues of infinite regression
regarding causation; the Universe’s
cause must have a cause itself and
so on. Causation entails beginning
and afterwards in temporal linearity.
Therefore the Kalam cosmological
argument states that what must
have caused the Universe must be
something outside the conditions of
temporal linearity and cause and
effect which entails an eternal,
causeless, infinite and eternal being
in itself – God.
The above issues depend on the
riddled concepts of causation and
explanation in Philosophy of
Science. Part of solving this
philosophical and logical dilemma
entails reconceptualising cause and
liberating it from the domain of
asymmetrical temporal linearity.
Thus I will argue that everything that
exists needs a cause but not in the
traditional linear and asymmetric
sense. Simultaneously the concept
of nothing does not necessarily
mean the absence of everything. In
doing so we will see that postulating
that the Universe was caused from

nothing is not contradictory for it
logically depends on both the
theoretical and conceptual use of
cause and nothing. This will serve
the purpose of eradicating God as a
causal hypothesis in the sense of a
first cause which then removes God
from the causal domain in a self
enclosed natural system.
How does a Theistic or Deistic
argument for the current state of the
Universe remain ontologically
unsatisfactory and contradictory? I
class my principle argument as The
Mono Metaphysics argument. Firstly
take the systemic nature of the
Universe as a closed and
observable system in itself. From
the beginning, the Big Bang, to its
current state and eventual demise
the Universe, and all the elementary
components within it, are in a self
contained system which is an
ontological maxim in itself. This is a
natural, materialistic metaphysical
ontology. The contradiction occurs
when one postulates that an entity
outside of this naturally self
contained system created the self
contained system itself for both
ontological entities belong to two
different metaphysical magisteria
and thus their overlap, by
metaphysical definition, is not
possible. It is a direct contradiction
for an entity outside the self
contained system of the Universe to
create it because by definition they
are not the same two metaphysical
realities. Consequently the external,
eternal and causeless entity outside
the self contained, caused and finite
natural system could have no effect
on the latter. The cohabitation of two
opposing metaphysical frameworks
is not possible.
To forgo God as a causal
explanation we require a framework
that does not facilitate the
asymmetrical appreciation of linear
cause and effect for this by
definition lends itself to a regressive
argument concerning first cause and
in this semantic horizon the term
“first cause” becomes a non sequitur
because the first cause must have
had a first cause and so on. To by
pass this asymmetry of cause and
effect, that results in infinite linear
regression, we need something
counter intuitive and seemingly
illogical but dependent on logic,

proof and mathematics.
Undoubtedly the best candidate at
this moment is the bizarre subatomic world of Quantum
Mechanics. Here the asymmetric
nature of existence in terms of linear
time is replaced by the counter
intuitive notion of superposition
where a particle can be in two
places at once. This revolutionises
the traditional notion of both time
and space; and linear time
collapses. This is because the same
individual particle is simultaneously
occupying two points on a spatial
spectrum, being both here and there
at a single moment in time. Most
importantly it is here in the
primordial world of the sub atomic
that we find something emerging out
of nothing. Such naturally occurring
Quantum events include the Casimir
effect and Cantorian Set Theory in
which space is not empty; that is it is
not void of everything. A Quantum
Vacuum Fluctuation is the
temporary appearance of energetic
particles out of empty space. It is the
temporary change in the amount of
energy in a point in space arising
from Werner Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle.
This then leads to another important
tenet when dismissing the concept
of God as a causal hypothesis. This
is the explanatory rivalry between
Supernaturalism and Naturalism.
Not only are the two metaphysically
incompatible but in terms of
explanatory power regarding
phenomenological occurrences with
ontological consequences,
Naturalism better explains existence
than Supernaturalism . In fact
Supernaturalism does not explain
anything. Not one instance of
Supernatural phenomena has ever
been validated by a wide ranging
scientific community with exact
methodological and experimental
replication that produced the same
significant results. Thus even when
we conceive of nothing as not being
“nothing” in the conventional sense,
regarding how waves and particles
come into being at a micro level, this
appears to violate certain laws at the
macro level. However this is still
operating under a naturally self
enclosed system. Although it may
be different at certain levels it is still
one metaphysical framework. It is
still a self enclosed framework in
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which we can metaphysically reject
God as a causal hypotheses for the
latter postulates an extra
metaphysical domain that is, by
definition, in contradiction to the
naturalistic metaphysical domain of
Quantum Mechanics that produces
a time dependent universe.
It could be argued that what is
waiting in the wings is a form of an
eternal, infinite and causeless entity,
echoing a conception of God.
However Quantum Fluctuation is not
a single monolithic entity. It is a
random and unpredictable process.
Most importantly this process,
although arguably infinite and
potentially eternal, is not God like in
its creation because of the tendency
of causal powers attributed to it.
Therefore in this context Quantum
Wave Fluctuations may be
causeless, and infinite; and cause
particles out of nothing but it is not
deterministic or deliberately pre
planned. In fact here the
metaphysics is about probability. By
allowing probabilistic instead of
deterministic cause we negate the
necessity of predetermined creation
and thus of a predetermined creator.
It is accidental in our natural
metaphysical framework and not
deliberately pre planned by a
monolithic creative entity. This
quantum random probability is also
internal to our self enclosed natural
system. It is still a part of it today at
a sub atomic level and not outside it
in another metaphysical domain like
an all creating God is.
Finally by redefining the conceptions
of cause and nothing and further
securing them under the navigation
of Naturalism under a single,
coherent metaphysical framework
we come to the explanatory power
of this Naturalistic model
counterpoised with the explanatory
power of a Supernatural model that
evokes a causeless, timeless and
external infinite being. Our social
and natural world looks the way you
would expect it to under a
naturalistic picture. It is void of any
God like creative being (a Deity), let
alone a loving and caring being
(Theism). Most of these arguments
in terms of explanatory power are
not new. The presence of heinous
acts in the social world and tragic
natural disasters can be explained
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by a naturalistic self enclosed
system which perpetually produces
a pitiless indifference to the natural
world let alone the affairs of one
type of species located somewhere
in a galaxy in an incomprehensibly
large Universe, if not multi verses.
Mother Nature has no conscience,
she picks no sides. Causal events in
the world are determined by natural
laws not the willingness of a
supreme conscious entity. Energy
and particles are dictated by
physical laws. They are not self
reflexive and discursive agents.
Flash floods occur because they
can just like supernova exploding.
The explanatory power of
Evolutionary Theory is immense.
This is in both biological and social
terms. It ranges from why creatures
like us function the way we do and
why we operate as social creatures
in the way that we do including
species specific defects such as
psychopathic serial killers with
neural malfunctions. It also explains
the “good” in us such as a sense of
collective and reciprocal morality
which is not ontologically objective
as Theologians attempt to argue but
depends solely upon natural
selection. Morally cooperative and
responsible acts are no more than
cognitive and behavioural traits that
allow us to form social bonds and
empathy. It is obvious that tribal
cooperation and mutual existence is

bettered by not murdering others in
your group. In fact Evolutionary
Theory’s exploratory power in the
social and biological world is so
staggering that it was once the
linchpin of atheist and creationist
arguments but it no longer holds
water. Although America has a sub
culture of academic reactionaries
who propose that evolution shows
signs of deliberate design, most
Theologians accept evolution at
face value and thus the argument
has shifted into reconciling
Evolutionary Theory with Theism or
abandoning this project all together
and exploiting other mysterious
phenomena such as The origin of
the Universe. Both attempts, like so
much in history of Theistic thought,
are symptomatic of a “God of the
Gaps” disposition in which any
Concept X can fill a theoretical and
conceptual void.
Eradicating God as a causal
hypothesis requires that we
maintain our naturally self enclosed
system and the Metaphysics this
entails. Moreover it requires that we
eliminate contradictions from this
explanatory framework by not
postulating the existence of another
Metaphysics in which not only an
eternal and all creative being exists
but that this entity has an effect on a
whole different system of
Metaphysics – namely that of our
own self enclosed natural system
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whilst it itself remains solely outside
our natural system. It seems logically
contradictory to propose that a
creative and infinite agent has
causal control in another
metaphysical realm that additionally
involves probabilistic and non
determined Quantum Fluctuations as
this immediately rules out any type
of omnipotence because the
phenomena in question is about
contingency not determinism.
Determinism is what then follows at
the macro level in the Universe after
random Quantum Fluctuations at the
micro level. Determinism does not
precede contingent Quantum Wave
Fluctuation. When we seek
explanations we should seek those
that best fit the observed world and
the data around us which is
Naturalism not Supernaturalism or
abstract speculation. In terms of
explanatory power we see how the
tenets of Naturalism fair against
Abstract Concept X (God) and
Naturalism explains more, with no
contradictions unlike the abstract
Concept X (God).
We can now explain how we get
something from nothing which
means the concept of a creating God
as a first cause is superfluous and
metaphysically contradictory. If I can
explain the following procedure of
me throwing a ball towards a wall in
a naturalistic way I require no
additional theoretical concepts as it
would be theoretically and
ontologically meaningless to
postulate extra elements, let alone
supernatural elements, in the face of
logical parsimony:
Ball on wall = Conscious decision +
neural reaction = picking up and
throwing ball on wall.
To see how nonsensical as well as
ontologically and epistemologically
useless it would be to postulate a
God (Additional Casual Concept X) it
would be as follows:

This causal process is explained
without Concept X, thus the addition
of Concept X is useless. Yet
proving a negative is not possible.
When faced with a metaphysical
choice regarding Naturalism or the
metaphysics of an external, eternal
creator the naturalistic view works
and is self consistent. Furthermore
because the two are incompatible
one has to look at the observable
empirical evidence in deciding
between the two. Consequently we
cannot empirically prove that God
does not exist but we can
demonstrate how it is neither
necessary nor useful. For instance
if we have multiple Universes we
have the existence of
simultaneously different
metaphysical realms. This
demonstrates my argument
regarding the impossibility of
overlapping metaphysics because
other possible Universes, with their
own distinct metaphysical laws, do
not overlap with ours. They are
entities in themselves and they
cannot cause our Universe and
reciprocally our Universe cannot
cause other Universes because
they are distinct and incompatible
metaphysical realms. Consequently
if a God exists, in its own
metaphysical domain, it is not
causally capable of affecting our
metaphysical domain. Therefore we
do not require the metaphysics of a
God hypothesis as a causal
explanation. It is not required and it
is superfluous. Thus for efficient
theoretical and conceptual
parsimony its postulation is not just
unnecessary but useless. However
we can demonstrate that our natural
metaphysical world exists and if the
external metaphysics of a creating
God is not logically consistent with
our own metaphysical existence of
Naturalism then what logically
follows from this is the eradication
of Gods as a causal hypothesis. 

Letters to the
Editor
From Ernest Izett
In the Open Society volume 85 #2
June 2012, the essay by prominent
TV Star of the 'Mythbusters' Adam
Savage, he made a coupleof faux
pas when he stated that the earth
was 'pear shaped', and making
drugs should not be illegal! Does he
want many of us to go around
drugged? I cannot understand that
he made that irrational statement.
Drugs are poisonous to our bodies,
except some pharmaceutical drugs.
The earth is like a lawn bowl, slightly
flat at the poles and larger around
the equator. The moon becomes
'pear shaped' when the earth and
the sun are in line - nerly a solar
eclipse, one can actually see that
when the moon is waxing and
waning at about half light, due to the
sun and the earths gravitational pull
of them both .
Then Adam goes off the rails when
he made his last remark that
'someone' or 'something' is watching
over him! He is an agnostic and a
hypocrite by making that remark
from clever person. 

Ball on wall = Conscious decision +
neural reaction + Concept X =
picking up and throwing ball on wall.
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